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We work in class groups to research and compose a short story to make into a book and give to our
Reception buddies on the last day. We also develop our recount skills, composing personal entries for our
Year 6 Leavers’ book. We use our Google Drives to design and share our work for the buddy stories and
memory books. We make use of the collaborative features to edit and give feedback to others. We also learn
how to manipulate images and use filter tools in Google search to get suitable images to illustrate work.
Our class novel for this term is ‘Holes’ by Louis Sachar.
We undertake investigative work on circles by testing the ratio of pi and learning how to calculate
circumference and area of a circle. We learn how to use a compass accurately and produce some
mathematical art work. We also investigate magic squares and tangrams. We also complete a Business
Enterprise project that requires practical maths involving money!
Weekly science lessons to recap and consolidate our understanding of the Key Stage 2 curriculum in
preparation for secondary school. This half-term’s focus is on the chemistry discipline. This includes joint
science lessons in conjunction with Woodrush.
‘We are Marketeers’ – The pupils develop a corporate identity and design printed and digital promotional
materials for their new app.
Not covered during this half term.
Throughout the summer term, the children develop their athletics skills in track and field events. They learn
and apply more advanced rules and game strategies in rounders and cricket. Outdoor adventurous pursuits
are developed through the Year 6 residential visit to Malvern Outdoor Elements.
The children participate in a pottery workshop with a local craftsperson.
Business Enterprise project:
The children work in teams to research, develop and design an activity stall to run at the school summer
fete. The children are responsible for preparing an equipment list and requesting materials, designing and
making any necessary equipment, designing promotional materials, agreeing the rules of their game and also
setting up a work rota. They also use their maths skills to ‘cost up’ their stall and agree prices for the game /
activity.
Children prepare and practise songs and musical performances for their Y6 leavers’ assembly. Children
participate in a weekly Key Stage music assembly.
The children will complete their unit of work on Fair Trade from Summer 1.
During this final term, we complete our SRE and Drugs Education lessons. We also explore the theme of
‘transition to high school’ with the children. We also reflect back on our primary school experiences,
discussing achievements and goals for the future.
Children will revise the vocabulary and themes covered during their primary school learning. They will
practise describing themselves using sentences that include vocabulary from previous units of work They
will also find out about different Spanish festivals and traditions including the famous ‘Running of the
Bulls’.

